
The shift-register has three inputs: data, clock, and latch. On each tick of the clock, the data input is read and 
stored. When all eight registers have been filled, a pulse is sent to the latch. At this point, the eight bits of data 
are sent from the shift-register’s eight output pins to each of the display’s eight segments (the eighth segment is 
the decimal point).

8 x 7-Segment Display (74HC595)
We could use lots of GPIO pins to control lots of LEDs, or we could 
use a shift-register and use just a few pins instead.
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Boards containing multiple seven-segment displays 
are an effective way to display larger numbers, date 
and time, or simple text messages. This worksheet 
introduces the 74HC595 shift-register to ‘collect’ serial 
data and output it in parallel to the display’s LEDs. 

1 x 74HC595 eight x seven-
segment display module

5 x Female to female jumpers

1. What it does

3. What is a shift-register?
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So each pulse of data relates to one segment of the display. Note that when sending data to the 74HC595 shift-
register, 0 = on, 1 = off.

Eight displays
Our system features eight displays which should require a total of 64 bits 
to address every segment. However, the 74HC595 is 8-bit. To overcome 
this, a second 74HC595 controls which of the eight displays is lit. Only one 
display is lit at a time, but they are cycled-through so quickly that it looks 
like all displays are lit simultaneously.
When sending data to the board, we send 16 bits of data. The first 8 bits 
are for the segments, the second 8 bits relate to the display number.
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This program displays a character on one display.

6a. Display a character

1. # Import libraries
2. import time
3. import ssd74hc595
4. 
5. # Define GPIO outputs
6. dataPin = 11 # Data
7. latchPin = 15 # Latch
8. clockPin = 13 # Clock
9. 
10. # Create object
11. Display = ssd74hc595.sevenseg(dataPin,  
   latchPin, clockPin)
12. 
13. # Display message
14. ch = “F”   # Character to display
15. id = 0     # Display to use (0 - 7)
16. dp = False # Decimal point (True / False)
17. 
18. Display.Single(ch, id, dp)

• Clock – Display the date and time.
• Back to the Future –  Use multiple different-coloured displays to allow users to set the past, present, and 

future dates, as seen in the iconic film. You could even use LEDs to simulate a Flux Capacitor!
• Scrolling text – Characters 0 - 9 and A - Z are supported. Create a system which scrolls through text to show 

messages .

7. Project ideas

4. Build the circuit
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The module uses the 
Raspberry Pi’s 5v pin. 

Ensure you connect this to 
the correct pin or you will 
permanently damage your 

display.

The library handles the complicated encoding. All you need to do is decide what to put onto your display.
Open a new Terminal window. Use the CD command to change the current directory to the one where you will be 
storing your Python program. Now enter the following command to download the ssd74hc595 library:
wget https://www.mr.langford.co/libraries/ssd74hc595.py

You should now have a file called ssd74hc595.py in your folder. Type ls to check.

5. Download the ssd74hc595 Library

This program uses all eight displays to display an 
eight-character message. Because the program 
continually cycles between the eight displays, it will 
run continually. Press CTRL + C to end it.

6b. Use all displays

1. # Import libraries
2. import time
3. import ssd74hc595
4. 
5. # Define GPIO outputs
6. dataPin = 11 # Data
7. latchPin = 15 # Latch
8. clockPin = 13 # Clock
9. 
10. # Create object
11. Display = ssd74hc595.sevenseg(dataPin,  
   latchPin, clockPin)
12. 
13. # Display message
14. Display.Multi(“1234ABCD”)


